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Technology Assessment 1.0
• Ruud Smits, Jos Leyten, Pim den Hertog: different
generations of TA

• Watch-dog TA

– 1960s: declining faith in „self-evident‟, science and
technology based progress‟: early warning against side
effects
– STS: (critical) analysis of intertwinement of science,
technology and (hegemonial structures of) society
– TA inspired by especially these critical approaches, but
otherwise hardly informed by STS:
• TA as analysis and critique
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From 1.0 -> 2.0
• Meanwhile…

– Technology assessment 1.0 had been undermined by its
own approach („technology harassment‟)
– Social movements had become much stronger, and
started to penetrate the polity, science and the market

•

TA:

– knowing the pitfalls of established options


– constructing alternative options by experts and SH
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Technology Assessment 2.0
• Tracker-dog TA: Broadening technology
development in terms of actors and factors

• TA to pro-actively shape socio-technical
development
– By direct intervention through embedment in sociotechnical practices: CTA, Leitbilder assessment
– By designing technological and social practices from some
distance: iTA, vision assessment
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Technology Assessment 2.0
• Tracker-dog TA: shaping social and technical practices and
their alignment into different directions >
– Direct intervention through orchestrating socio-technical
practices and modulating their interactions at nexus => STS
used as actionable knowledge (Grunwald)
• Role of objects
• Complex, multidimensional dynamics > ironies
• Practices

– Designing technology and social development through learning is
power act; and both yields and requires legitimacy => political
science to supply strategic knowledge (Grunwald)
• Role of institutional conditions
• The nature of intervention > beyond t-d vs b-u
• Methodologies
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From 2.0 -> 3.0
• Direct interventions:

– Successful practices need systematic approaches
– Established regimes limit options > attention for
institutions

• Design from a distance:

– Doing a method = practice
– Objects embody power > may inhibit and promote options

• Society more generally: both opportunities and
limits of adapting practices had become clear
– E.g. debate on DTO; NMP2
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TA 3.0
• Core: co-design of
– novel socio-technical practices
– Structural embedment
– Cf third order design
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TA 3.0: SNM, STSc etc.
• Recognized needs:

– governance as a
matter of
“modulation” of
ongoing
dynamics within
and between the
three levels
-> methods for
CTA, SNM,
STSc
– Deal with the
politics involved
(but how!?)
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TA 3.0: Reflexive design, reflexive
monitoring
• Recognized needs:
– Understand agency on
basis of social theory
(but… middle-range theory
needed)
– Understand power and
legitimacy as located in
the dynamics between
novel practices and
incumbent regime

reflexive
arrangement
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Status quo
• Both approaches
– Need, and use (?), each other
– Need substantive knowledge as guidance (Grunwald)
– Need further understanding embedment in direct
institutional environment
– Need insight in dynamic relationships between TA
practices and regime changes & long term trends
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Outlook: the future of TA
• Need, and use (?), each other

– Middle range theory + agency = dual vision

• Need substantive knowledge as guidance (Grunwald)

– novel kinds of ensuring trusted, legitimate and authoritative
knowledge, beyond the „simple‟ synthesis of formal and informal
knowledges
– Acknowledge and facilitate diversity in trajectories
– Thus: validity <-> contexts dicovery and application
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Outlook: the future of TA
• Need further understanding embedment in direct
institutional environment

– Re-spatialization & re-specialization > dealing with dynamic
context (cf Smits & Kuhlman)
– Acknowledge diversity and identities

• Need insight in dynamic relationships between TA practices
and regime changes & long term trends
– Unit of analysis crucial > novel issues of accountability of TA
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Outlook: the future of TA
• TA will need:
• STS to appreciate complex, multiple dynamics
– With more attention to agency, power, legitimacy, trust

• Political science
– With due attention to material dimension of governance
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